


THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
PART 1

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD I hope that you are doing well in
GOD. I hope and pray that you are loving on FATHER; and I hope that you
are maturing in the things of GOD. Saints, please stay watchful and
prayerful; and please remember that JESUS loves you. HE really cares for
you; no matter what you are going through, JESUS is in your corner.
Please trust and believe that JESUS will never leave you, nor forsake you.
NEVER!

There are some teachings that I have paused on because this teaching
must go forth this year. This teaching must be taught before 2017. This is a
message that the Church of GOD needs to know. I have been studying the
scriptures for months to prepare for this teaching, and NOW is the time!
This teaching is very important to all of GOD'S CHILDREN. We must know
FATHERS TRUTH. Please take a look at MATTHEW 24:15:

"When ye therefore shall SEE the ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION ,
spoken of by Daniel the prophet, STAND in the HOLY PLACE,
[WHOSO READETH, LET HIM UNDERSTAND]"

JESUS said when ye see the Abomination of Desolation stand in the Holy
Place: Do you see the abomination? Saints, I see the Abomination;
FATHER has allowed me to perceive and understand who this is; and the
prophet Daniel spoke of this desolation also; and if you are reading this
teaching, I hope that you are understanding what the Spirit of the Lord is
saying to HIS CHURCH. Saints, FATHER has made me aware of who this
thing is; FATHER has given me Knowledge of this abomination. FATHER
has allowed me to look and see who this abomination is; and FATHER
wants me to tell you who this desolation is. This abomination wants to
STAND in the HOLY PLACE. He wants to take a position in something.
This abomination wants to abide, appoint, bring, continue, and covenant



inside the HOLY PLACE. This abomination wants to establish himself
inside the Holy Place. This abomination wants to LAY inside the Holy
Place; he wants to be Present in the Holy Place; this abomination wants to
SET UP inside the Holy Place. The abomination wants to STANCH the
Holy Place; he wants
to stop the flow of blood. What blood? This BLOOD IS THE REDEMPTIVE
and HEALING BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST.

This abomination wants to stand in the HOLY PLACE. This holy place is not
the rebuilding of the Jewish Temple. I know that we were taught that the
antichrist will stand inside the rebuilt Jewish Temple; but this is not the Holy
Place the abomination wants to stand inside of. The abomination of
desolation wants to stand inside the Sacred Place; he wants to stand inside
the Pure Place; he wants to stand inside the Blameless Place; he wants to
stand inside the Consecrated Place. Question, where does he wants to
stand? The Abomination of Desolation wants to stand inside THE SAINTS
of GOD; THE CHURCH; THE BODY OF CHRIST! This abomination wants
to stand inside the SAINTS. He can care less about a Physical building, but
he wants to stand inside the Saints. Still not convinced? Please open your
Bible to: II THESSALONIANS 2:4:

"Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called GOD, or
that is worshipped; so that he as GOD SITTETH in THE TEMPLE of
GOD, shewing himself that is GOD"

JESUS preached about the abomination of desolation; Daniel spoke about
the abomination of desolation; Apostle Paul taught about the abomination
of desolation; and the Apostle John taught about the abomination of
desolation. The wording was slightly different, but they were talking about
the same thing. This abomination wants to be exalted and worshipped
above FATHER GOD; he stands in Opposition against FATHER GOD;
because he is the ANTICHRIST! He not only wants to Stand in the Temple,
but he also wants to SIT in the Temple. He wants to SEAT DOWN inside
the Saints; he wants to SET inside the Saints; he want to appoint himself
inside the Saints; he wants to settle inside the Saints; he wants to Hover



the Saints; thus smothering out The Holy Spirit of GOD; he wants to
DWELL inside the HOLY PLACE. I.E. THE Saints; and he wants to TARRY
inside the Saints.

This abomination wants to be worshipped by the Saints of GOD; he wants
to be Adored; he wants to be the Object of Worship; he wants the Saints to
pray and sacrifice at his Altar; he wants Devotion from the Saints of GOD;
he wants to be Venerated. I.E. Respected or Reverenced. Do you see
FATHERS TRUTH? He wants to sit inside the Temple of GOD; he wants to
sit in the Naos; he wants to sit in the Fane; according to Merriam Webster
Collegiate Dictionary, a Fane is a Temple and a CHURCH! Still not
convinced about the Temple? Please
open your Bible to I CORINTHIAN 6:19:

"What? Know ye not that your BODY is the TEMPLE OF THE HOLY
GHOST which is in you, which ye have of GOD, and ye are not your
own?"

Saints, we are the TEMPLE now; the temple is not a Physical Building
anymore; but we are THE NAOS of THE HOLY GHOST! The Abomination
of Desolation wants to sit inside the Temple of GOD; and he wants to sit
inside THE SAINTS OF THE MOST HIGH! Unfortunately, there are
Preachers today that have the Abomination of Desolation living inside of
them. The Abomination of Desolation wants to STAND in the BODY of
CHRIST. I.E. THE CHURCH! Saints, know ye not that YE are the TEMPLE
of GOD, and that the SPIRIT of GOD DWELLS in YOU? [I
CORINTHIANS 3:16, 17]. 'In whom all the building fitly framed together
growth unto the HOLY TEMPLE in the LORD. '[EPHESIANS 2:21, 22].
Saints, there is so much more to this teaching. The Abomination of
Desolation is a demonic spirit. The Abomination of Desolation has a name,
and his name is Leviathan This was the same demon that entered Judas
Iscariot. This demon resides and dwell in most Pulpits today because of
Traditionalism and Sin. He is a chief principality demon; and he worships
Satan and works for Satan.



When you see preachers talking, living and walking in the Spirit of Pride,
the abomination lives inside of them; when you see preachers exalting
themselves more than they lift up the Name of JESUS, the abomination is
sitting in their temple; when you see Preachers walking in Opposition
toward GOD, the abomination lives inside of them. Leviathan OPPOSES
GOD; he Withstand GOD; he is an ADVERSARY of GOD and HIS
CHURCH; he is Repugnant; and he is Contrary to THE WORD of GOD.
When you hear preachers say that they are gods, they are possessed by
the Abomination of Desolation; thus taking PSALM 82:6 and JOHN 10:34
out of scriptural context. JESUS is GOD! No flesh man is GOD, except
JESUS CHRIST. Leviathan is the Abomination of Desolation; his job is too
DESOLATE the Body of CHRIST; and to make CHRIST CHURCH an
Abomination. Saints, I have good news for you: THE GATES of HELL
SHALL NOT PREVAIL! BECAUSE JESUS IS OUR ROCK! And it was
JESUS that built HIS CHURCH!

This leviathan is the abomination; he wants to make THE CHURCH a
Detestation; he know if he enters inside of us, he knows that we would start
to Dislike and Abhor GOD; if he sits inside our Temple, he knows that we
WILL Betray JESUS CHRIST with a kiss; just like what Judas did to
JESUS; when you see preachers selling their souls for Money, the
Abomination sits inside their Temple. It wasn't just the kiss that caused
Judas to betray JESUS. Judas betrayed JESUS for 30 PIECES of SILVER,
The LOVE of MONEY stole Judas Iscariot heart. When sermons are only
money driven all the time, the Abomination of Desolation lives in the Mind
of these Preachers. When the Abomination of Desolation lives inside a
person, he will always lead you to HEART IDOLATRY Making material
possessions your god. The Abomination of Desolation will cause us to
STINK in FATHERS NOSTRIL. Saints, stay prayerful because we are in the
days of the Abomination of Desolation. The Abomination of Desolation is
very prevalent in these last days. We must continue to Fight! We must
continue in the Things of GOD! We must continue to keep our Lamps
Burning Bright through JESUS CHRIST our LORD! I am not done with this
teaching. GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS
CHRIST.



IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
PART 2

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! I hope that you are blessed and
highly favored by GOD. I pray that you are maturing in the things of GOD. I
pray that your love for FATHER is growing stronger every day. Saints, we
must stay close to FATHER. There are so many people walking away from
The LORD. Please do not walk away from FATHER. HE loves you and HE
died for you. Do not allow what you are going through cause you to detour
from FATHER; do the opposite; run back to FATHER as fast as you can;
and HE will be right there waiting for you with open arms.

We have been teaching on the Abomination of Desolation; and we now
know that leviathan is the Abomination. There are different names the
scriptures call leviathan; and during this series, FATHER will reveal to us
his other names. Saints, let us take a look at Mark 13:14:

"But when ye shall see the Abomination of Desolation STANDING
where it OUGHT NOT, (let him that readeth understand)." Part of
verse.

This is a Powerful Verse! When you see leviathan taking a position
Standing inside the Saints that should not be happening! He has no
business being inside the Saints of GOD! But when you see this
happening, you know that JESUS is soon to return. This abomination has
taken a stand inside some of FATHERS apostles; this abomination has



taken a stand inside some of FATHERS prophets; this abomination has
taken a stand inside some of FATHERS evangelist; this abomination has
taken a stand inside some of FATHERS pastors; this abomination has
taken a stand inside some of FATHERS teachers; and he should not be
STANDING where it OUGHT NOT! This abomination STOOD inside of
Judas Iscariot.

Judas was a Bishop, Bishoprick or Overseer. He was part of the ministry,
and it was leviathan Standing inside of Judas; and because of greed, he
allowed the abomination inside his heart. Judas opened a portal to allow
demons to enter inside of him. For your own personal study time, please
read ACTS 1:16-26 and Psalm 69:25; 109:8. Judas was spiritually
demoted, and another bishop took his place; and his name was Matthias.
Judas fell into Transgression and he was replaced. When the Abomination
enter inside a person, you will fall into transgression. There are preachers
today that has allowed the abomination inside of them; thus doing the same
as Judas, fall into transgression.

When you have preachers condoning same sex marriages, the
Abomination of Desolation is standing inside of them. When you have
preachers preaching only about money to finance their greed, the
Abomination is standing inside of them. When you have preachers
Disregarding and Insulting THE BLOOD of JESUS, the Abomination of
Desolation is standing  Inside of them. When you have preachers trying to
control and manipulate every aspect of your life, the Abomination of
Desolation is standing inside of them; control and manipulation Is NOT of
GOD; control and manipulation is the spirit of WITCHCRAFT; and witchcraft
is NOT of GOD. When you have preachers more concerned about their
denominational church by-laws, RATHER than Preach THE WORD of
GOD, the Abomination of Desolation is standing inside of them. Saints,
please read the entire chapter of ROMANS 1. That chapter is talking about
the Church; and we are in the Days of Romans 1 right now. This is the truth
of FATHERS WORD! Let's move Higher in GOD! Saints, please take a
look at II THESSALONIANS 2:3:



"Let no man deceive you by any means: for except there come a
FALLING AWAY first, and that Man of Sin be Revealed, the Son of
Perdition."

Linda, Lurrender, Tracey, and Undria: the man of Sin is Leviathan; the Son
of Perdition is Leviathan. These are two of his other natures that are
revealed. JESUS was called the SON of MAN; JESUS was called the SON
of GOD; look at the nature of leviathan. He is the Sin of man, and he
causes sons to fall into Perdition; he was the one that caused Judas to fall
into Sin. People of GOD are falling away on a global scale. Saints are
divorcing themselves from GOD rapidly. The falling away is a byproduct of
leviathan standing where he Ought Not! Leviathan is the man of Sin
because he enters inside of man causing man to sin. We are seeing mature
Saints departing from The LORD. I have read about Believers overseas
defecting from the Truth; and there are Believers denouncing JESUS, thus
embracing Islam. We are in the last days. Let us dissect this word SIN in
the GREEK: Strong's number 264 & 266; Greek word:
HAMARTIA:

"OFFENSE; TO MISS THE MARK [and not so share in the PRIZE]; to
Err, faults, offend and Trespass."

This is the whole intent and purpose of the son of perdition; he wants the
Saints of GOD to MISS THE MARK: NOT TO SHARE IN THE PRIZE!
Saints, my question to you is: What Mark and Prize does leviathan wants
us to miss? I know that the answer can be found in PHILIPPIANS 3:10-16
but please pay close attention to Verse 14. The man of sin wants the Saints
to miss the Mark for the Prize of the HIGH CALLING of GOD in CHRIST
JESUS; and that Mark and Prize is the OUT-RESURRECTION, I.E. THE
FIRST RESURRECTION. Saints, please read REVELATION CHAPTER
20:1-6. He wants the Saints to be spiritually demoted, so that we do not
make it to THE FIRST RESURRECTION. This is what the Apostle Paul
was ATTAINING to make this BLESSED RESURRECTION. There is so
much to teach about in this series. We have only scratched the surface. I



LOVE YOU PEOPLE OF GOD! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE
KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
PART 3

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! How are you today? Are you still

happy about JESUS? I sure hope that you are moving forward in GOD. Do

not give up People of GOD; please stay the course. I encourage and exhort

you to mature in the things of GOD; please continue to Love FATHER. We

are in the days of LAWLESSNESS. The mystery of Iniquity is already at

work. Please stay watchful and prayerful. The nations of today are

disregarding JESUS CHRIST; walking in the spirit of LAWLESSNESS; but

WE must continue to walk and live in the LAWS of GOD; and GODS LAW

IS HIS WORD! Let's move higher in GOD.

From the last teaching we know that leviathan is called the son of Perdition;

and we know because he wants mankind to think that he is the SON of

MAN; and he wants us to think that is leviathan he is the SON of GOD; but

we know that JESUS is the SON of GOD and JESUS is the SON of MAN.

Leviathan is an Antichrist demon; he desires to substitute JESUS with

himself. This word ANTI also means INSTEAD OF in the Greek. I.E.



INSTEAD of CHRIST; this demon wants to take the place of CHRIST; and

we are seeing churches allowing leviathan in their pulpits; thus replacing

JESUS CHRIST with leviathan. Oh, what a TRAGEDY when you see this

going on today! The abomination of desolation and the son of perdition is

the same demonic spirit. JESUS CHRIST spoke about the son of perdition;

please take a look at JOHN 17:12:

"While I was with them in the world, I kept them in thy name; those
that thou gavest me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the Son
of Perdition; that the scripture might be fulfilled."

The son of perdition is lost, and he will always be lost because he is a

demonic spirit. The son of perdition entered Judas Iscariot thus causing

him to betray JESUS CHRIST. Leviathan is the son of perdition, and

JESUS was speaking about that demonic spirit that entered inside of

Judas. Now I know that this is deep, but this truth needs to be revealed.

Judas Iscariot repented, and FATHER forgave him. Judas is in the

Pentecostal Realm even unto this day. But I do know this: if the Saints of

GOD stop walking in the Nature of GOD, it will be easier for the

son of perdition to enter us.

This word lost is the Greek word APOLLUMI; Strong's number 622. This

word lost means to DESTROY FULLY, PERISH or LOSE. JESUS was

telling HIS CHURCH that leviathan will be Destroyed Fully; leviathan will

PERISH; and leviathan will LOSE! Judas was called son of perdition

because leviathan entered inside of him. When leviathan enters a man or

woman of GOD, he or she becomes a child or children of leviathan. This is



something else that you need to know: leviathan has many DEMONIC

OFFSPRINGS in the land; all over the WORLD. There is something else

that is very interesting to know: this word Perdition is the Greek name

APOLEIA; and this word means RUIN or LOSS: (physically, spiritual or

eternal]; damnation, destruction, die Perish, waste, and pernicious ways].

Perdition and Lost are the same. Perdition is from #622 in the Strong's

Concordance. This is the nature of leviathan: he wants to enter mankind,

so that we will be fall into destruction; he wants us to walk into damnation;

taking heed to damnable heresies; thus following false teachers in their

pernicious ways; he wants us to die in our sins, so that we will be LOST

forever; he wants us to die a physical death, a spiritual death and an

eternal death. The eternal death is the second phase of THE LAKE of

FIRE!

Judas had time to repent; but that does not mean that we will have time to

repent. If you want to repent, REPENT of your sins TODAY! Judas

repented before the Resurrection of JESUS CHRIST; if he would have

repented after the Resurrection of JESUS CHRIST, his soul would have

been LOST. Thomas doubted JESUS after JESUS was Resurrected; and

because of that, Thomas is in the Tabernacle Realm. You may be asking

yourself, how does he know this? My answer to you is this: FATHER

REVEALED HIS TRUTH TO ME! And my job is to share HIS TRUTH to

you. The son of perdition is bigger than any man or woman. The son of

perdition is bigger than Judas Iscariot. The son of perdition is a demonic

spirit, and his name is Leviathan. This Truth should be taught in our church

buildings today. Saints, please take a look at Il THESSALONIANS 28:



"And then shall that WICKED be REVEALED, whom the LORD shall
CONSUME with the SPIRIT of HIS MOUTH, and shall DESTROY with
the BRIGHTNESS of HIS COMING."

This is another name or nature of the Abomination of Desolation: WICKED

or the WICKED ONE. This is the wicked one that the Apostle Paul was

talking about in Ephesians 6. I told you that this is bigger than one man

being called the antichrist; for there are MANY antichrists. [I JOHN 2:18].

This Wicked one is leviathan. Leviathan is that LAWLESS ONE, WITHOUT

LAW, Nevertheless, at the COMING or PAROUSIA of CHRIST, JESUS will

CONSUME leviathan with the Spirit of HIS MOUTH. The Spirit of JESUS

MOUTH is THE WORD OF GOD and THE SPIRIT OF GOD. JESUS, The

WORD OF GOD and JESUS, THE SPIRIT of GOD will DESTROY

leviathan; and leviathan will be destroyed by THE BRIGHTNESS or

SHEKINAH GLORY of GOD at THE COMING OF JESUS CHRIST!

SAINTS, JESUS IS COMING SOON! WE WIN SAINTS OF GOD

THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD! I am not done with this teaching.

There will be a part 4. GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF

JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
PART 4

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! I hope and pray that all is well with

you. I hope and pray that you are still on fire for GOD. I hope and pray that

we are maturing in the things of GOD. I hope and pray that you are still in



Love with FATHER. I hope and pray that your loins are girded with

FATHERS TRUTH. HE LOVES YOU SAINTS of GOD. If you are a

backslider, and you have walked away from GOD, please run back to

FATHER because HE LOVES YOU! If you do not know the LORD, get to

know HIM today. Repent of your sins and TURN to FATHER; go get

baptized in HIS NAME; and HIS NAME IS JESUS; and JESUS will fill you

with HIS SPIRIT. Run to JESUS while breath is still in your body. GLORY

TO GODI RUN TO JESUS! RUN TO JESUS NOW! JESUS IS COMING

SOON!

We are on part 4 of this teaching, and I am really enjoying this teaching. I

hope and pray that you are receiving spiritual clarity in FATHERS WORD.

As you already know: the Abomination of Desolation is LEVIATHAN; and

Leviathan works for Satan; leviathan worships Satan; and Satan is

leviathan's god. But there is one thing we know: WE WORK for JESUS;

WE WORSHIP JESUS; AND JESUS IS OUR GOD, LORD, SAVIOR and

MASTER! HALLELUJAH TO THE LAMB OF GOD! HE TAKETH AWAY

THE SINS OF THE WORLD| Let's move HIGHER in GOD! Saints of GOD,

please take a look at 2 THESSALONIANS 2:7:

"For the MYSTERY of INIQUITY doth already work; only he who now
letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way."

The mystery of lawlessness is already at work; leviathan is the mystery of

Iniquity, This is another name or nature of leviathan. The reason why he is

called the son of perdition is because he partners with another demon; and

his name is Apollyon or Abaddon. [REVELATION 9:11]. Apollyon has great



influence over leviathan and python. They listen to him quite often. A

mystery is something that you don't always see with your natural eyes;

many times it's more spiritual than natural. These are the demons that work

behind the scenes bringing chaos, lawlessness, confusion and destruction

all over the world. This mystery of iniquity is always working because he

has help; and you will find his helpers in

MATTHEW 7:22, 23:

'Many will say to me IN THAT DAY, LORD, LORD, have we not
Prophesied in thy Name? And in thy name have cast out devils? And
in thy Name done many wonderful works?

'And then will I PROFESS unto them, I NEVER KNEW YOU: DEPART
from me, YE that
WORK INIQUITY.'

THIS IS A MESSAGE TO THE CHURCH! THIS IS A MESSAGE TO THE

BODY OF CHRISTI THIS IS A MESSAGE TO THE SAINTS OF GOD!

PLEASE HEAR THE WORD OF THE LORD! The mystery of Iniquity is

already at work because we have workers of Iniquity in THE CHURCH!

COME ON SOMEBODY! FATHERS TRUTH IS BEING REVEALED! I

THANK HIM FOR HIS TRUTH I remember when I said to FATHER years

ago about why were these people able to prophesy and cast out devils; and

HE told me this: I ALWAYS HONOR MY NAME. I ALWAYS HONOR MY

NATURE. These people of GOD used JESUS NAME, and HE honored HIS

NAME; yet they WORKED INIQUITY. These are men and women of GOD



that allowed the Abomination of Desolation to stand inside of them. They

gave themselves over to Leviathan.

JESUS said that HE never knew them. HE did not have an intimate

relationship with these people. They stopped praying and seeking GOD.

They stopped doing AND living FATHERS WILL. They stopped bringing

forth GOOD FRUIT. They started to bring forth CORRUPT FRUIT. These

people heard the Sayings of JESUS, but they did not put JESUS sayings

into practice. Please read the rest of MATTHEW 7; and JESUS will tell

them to depart from HIM at the DAY of JUDGMENT. [REVELATION 20].

"The mystery of iniquity is already at work; only he who now letteth
will let."

This word LETTETH in the Greek means to HOLD DOWN, RETAIN,

WITHHOLD. This word stresses holding fast in order to hinder the course

or progress of something or someone. The mystery of iniquity wants to

suppress the TRUTH in Unrighteousness; he wants to HINDER our

prayer life; he wants to HINDER our Worship with FATHER; he wants THE

CHURCH to live and walk in the Oldness of the letter: instead of US

walking in the Newness' of THE SPIRIT OF GOD; and WE must HOLD the

Beginning of our Confidence STEADFAST unto the END; because WE are

made Partakers of CHRIST. The mystery of iniquity wants to HOLD the

SAINTS down; but that is not going to happen! WE BELONG TO JESUS

CHRIST, and HE WILL SUSTAIN US IN THESE LAST DAYS. There was a

Restraining Order on these demonic spirits.



Apollyon had been restrained in the Bottomless Pit for THOUSANDS of

years, but the Restraining Order has been lifted; and he has been released

from the Pit since 2013; and we think that this year is bad, wait until 2017;

these demons will be WORSE than they are now. SAINTS of GOD, please

BE PRAYERFUL and BE WATCHFUL! We are living in the SEASON of the

5th TRUMPET.

'Until he be taken out of the way.'

This word TAKEN in the Greek means to BECOME, COME INTO BEING,

ARISE and to COME TO PASS. Saints, these demons are here right now.

Leviathan and Apollyon are come into Being; these demons have ARISED

in these dark days; and when you see these things; LOOK

UP! For your REDEMPTION DRAWETH NIGH! I am not done. GROW IN

GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
PART 5

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! I hope and pray that all is well with
you. Saints, please be encouraged. Stay inside of FATHERS WORD and
stay committed unto FATHER. We are in those days when we see believers
walking away from their commitment with FATHER. FATHER LOVES YOU!



Please continue to mature in GOD; be STRONG in THE LORD and in the
POWER of HIS MIGHT. Do not faint; stay the Course in GOD; only HE or
SHE that Endures unto the End shall be SAVED. Let US move HIGHER
inside of GOD!

We see from scriptures that JESUS taught HIS DISCIPLES about the
Abomination of Desolation; and we see from scriptures that the Apostle
Paul taught the Church about the Abomination of Desolation; different
wording but same subject matter. Now let US see what the Apostle John
has to say about this subject. Please take a look at I JOHN 2:18:

Witle children, it is the LAst finit: and äs ye have heard that
ANTICHRIST shall come, even now are there Many ANTICHRISTS;
whereby we know that it is the LAST TIME.'

Saints, do you see this? The Antichrist shall come, and there are many
Antichrists. We are in the TIMES or DAYS of the Antichrist! We are in the
Season of the Antichrist; and we are in the season of Many ANTICHRISTS.
The Antichrist is a demonic spirit; and his name is Leviathan. Some of you
are still waiting on the Tribulation to come; but in fact we are in the
Tribulation right now! I.E. THE GREAT TRIBULATION. John said that there
are many people against JESUS. There are many men and women that
HATES JESS, HIS SPIRIT, and HIS
AUTHORITY! The spirit of ANTICHRIST is all around US.

We are surrounded by ANTI-JESUS RHETORIC. Many people in America
and around the world hate to HEAR about JESUS and HIS REDEEMING
BLOOD. But WE WILL DECLARE JESUS UNTIL THE DAY WE DIE!! YOU
CANNOT STOP US! WE WILL ALWAYS PREACH ABOUT JESUS
AND HIM BEING CRUCIFIED! YES!!! GLORY TO GOD!!! THE WORLD
NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT JESUS!!! HALLELUJAH! JESUS IS THE
ANSWER TO ALL OF THE WORLDS PROBLEMS! HE IS THE
ONLY ANSWER! Let US check out this word ANTICHRIST in the Greek:



Greek number 500: ANTICHRISTOS; from 473 and 5547; an Opponent of
the MESSIAH; Instead of; Opposite; because of.

We have so many organizations against JESUS; there are so called
Churches against JESUS. These Churches are approving every false
doctrine imaginable; and these are Mainstream Denominations. This verse
is talking about men and women of GOD walking in the spirit of
ANTICHRIST. Instead of them allowing JESUS to be THE Message across
the pulpit, they allow themselves to be glorified; thus taking the place of
CHRIST. This is BLASPHEMY and this is ANTICHRIST! When you see
preachers talking about everything else but JESUS, this is ANTICHRIST!
Saints, don't let the Antichrist SIT inside your TEMPLE. FOR WE ARE THE
TEMPLE OF THE HOLY GHOST!!! Look at what I JOHN 2:19 says:

‘They went out from US, but they were not of US; for if they had been
of US, they would have CONTINUED with US: but they went out, that
they be made Manifest that they were not all of US'

Who is Apostle John talking about? He is talking about THE SAINTS that
were a part of THE BODY of CHRIST. They used to be saved and
sanctified, but they went out from Us; and they were not of Us. These men
and women of GOD left THE LORD. They allowed the Spirit of Antichrist to
enter them. They allowed the Abomination of Desolation to stand inside
their Temple. They allowed Leviathan to enter inside of them. Thus doing
the same thing that Judas Iscariot had done. These Saints did not Continue
in the FAITH of JESUS CHRIST, and they walked away from FATHER.
We are seeing the same exact thing happening today. But these Believers
are made Manifest. They are REVEALED! They are EXPOSED! Come out
of the CLOSET JUDAS because we have found you! WE KNOW WHO
YOU ARE! WE KNOW WHO YOU BEl These False Impostors look like
THE CHURCH, TALK LIKE THE CHURCH, BUT THEY AINT THE
CHURCH! COME OUT OF THE CLOSET JUDAS! JESUS HAS EXPOSED
YOU! YOU CAN NO LONGER HIDE JUDAS! Let US look at I JOHN 2:22:



‘Who is a LIAR but he that DENIETH that JESUS IS THE CHRIST? He
is ANTICHRIST, that
DENIETH THE FATHER AND THE SON.'

I hear and see DENIERS of JESUS CHRIST in these LAST DAYS! If you
deny that JESUS is THE MESSIAH, you are ANTICHRIST! When you deny
JESUS, you are denying the FATHER and THE SON; because JESUS IS
THE FATHER, JESUS IS THE SON, and JESUS IS THE HOLY GHOST!
JESUS IS GOD! Not only did the scripture say that you are Antichrist, but
the Word says that you are a LIAR! This word Denieth in the Greek means
to CONTRADICT; DISAVOW; REJECT or ABNEGATE: REFUSE, When
Preachers Contradict THE WORD about who JESUS IS, he or she is
ANTICHRIST! When you see Men and women of GOD Reject JESUS
CHRIST, they are ANTICHRIST! When you see Preachers DISAVOW from
JESUS CHRIST, they are ANTICHRIST! At one time in their life, they
VOWED themselves to JESUS CHRIST; but NOW they DENY JESUS
CHRIST! Saints of GOD are ABNEGATING JESUS CHRIST; to
ABNEGATE means TO RENOUNCE, DENY, SURRENDER or
RELINQUISH. We are seeing Men and Women of GOD renouncing and
RELINQUISHING JESUS CHRIST TODAY! What a Great Tragedy! We are
living in the times of the Antichrist! Saints, please stay close to FATHER.
Resist the temptations of today; it is a TRAP and SET-UP from the Enemy.
We are not done with this teaching. GROW IN GRACE AND
IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.
THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION

PART 6

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! I hope and pray that all is well with
you. I pray that you are Maturing in GOD. I pray that you are doing the Will
of GOD; please continue to Obey and Hear HIS VOICE. FATHER will never
steer HIS PEOPLE wrong because HE LOVES US; and HE gave HIS LIFE
for US. The LORD is blowing HIS TRUMPETS; And HE wants HIS SAINTS



to Prepare ourselves for SPIRITUAL WARFARE and for HIS RETURN! The
5 foolish virgins were not prepared to meet JESUS; but the 5 wise virgins
were prepared to meet JESUS. The 5 wise virgins were Full of the HOLY
GHOST; but the 5 foolish virgins lost their FIRE. We must maintain the
FIRE of GOD inside of US. We must not and cannot lose our FIRE; if we
lose our FIRE, we will not be able to Meet THE LORD in THE AIR. AMEN,
SAINTS OF GOD! Let us move forward in the teaching. I was going to go
back into the Epistles of I JOHN, but I am going to jump the gun a little bit.
JESUS said that the Abomination of Desolation was spoken of by Daniel
the Prophet; and it is time to look at what Daniel had to say; please take a
look at DANIEL 12:11:

'And from the time the DAILY shall be taken away, and the
Abomination that Maketh Desolate set up, a THOUSAND TWO
HUNDRED NINETY DAYS.'

Have you always wondered what this verse means? This verse has been
very puzzling for many years; but Daniel 12:10 says that the WISE SHALL
UNDERSTAND. Today, in this teaching, we will know what this 1290 days
mean: These are the DAYS when the Leviathan and Python spirit will
ATTACK the People; a CONTINUOUS ATTACK when Python and
Leviathan will be WORKING TOGETHER AGAINST THE BODY OF
CHRIST. These Demonic Forces are Coming to OVERTHROW FATHERS
KINGDOM. There will be so many of those demonic spirits Working
Together, it will be an ARMY. Many People who were COMMITTED unto
FATHER WILL BE TURNED AWAY. This is the interpretation of the 1290
days. This event is going on right now, but there will be an intensity of these
demons during the 6TH SEAL, THE 6TH TRUMPET, and THE 6TH VIAL
JUDGMENT of GOD. Saints, these 1290 days are THE BATTLE OF
ARMAGEDDON; and THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON is SPIRITUAL!
I.E. GREAT SPIRITUAL WARFARE!

We are already in the DAYS of THE 5TH SEAL, 5TH TRUMPET, and THE
5TH VIAL JUDGMENT of GOD. This is why you see so many BELIEVERS
in CHRIST being MARTYRED for JESUS CHRIST.



"I saw under the Altar the SOULS of them that were SLAIN for THE WORD
OF GOD, and for THE TESTIMONY which they held.' [Revelation 5:9-11].
THE BATTLE of ARMAGEDDON will LASTS for THREE AND ONE-HALF
YEARS; for each SEAL, TRUMPET, and VIAL Judgment last for THREE
AND A HALF YEARS. We are in the 1ST WOE right now; and we are very
close to Spiritual Armageddon. This word TAKEN AWAY is so Profound; in
the STRONG'S CONCORDANCE, TAKEN AWAY is the Hebrew Word
CUWR[Sur]. #5493; and this word means TO TURN ASIDE, TO DEPART,
TO DEPART FROM GOD, TO DEPART FROM THE LAW, and TO TURN
AWAY from THE WORSHIP of GOD. We are already seeing this happen
even as we speak. These demons are coming to Turn Away the Living
Sacrifices of GOD from Worshipping GOD. These Saints used to be TRUE
WORSHIPPERS, but they Departed from the Faith giving HEED to
seducing spirits and Doctrines of devils. Python, the Snake demon is a
Seducing Spirit. Take Heed to yourselves, that your Heart be not Deceived,
and ye TURN ASIDE and serve other gods, and worship them.
'(DEUTERONOMY 11:16] We are seeing men and women
of GOD worshipping other gods; and their god of choice is THE LOVE OF
MONEY; the GOLDEN CALF MINISTRY; but the sad thing is: Some of
These Preachers are not Preparing the SAINTS for THE BATTLE of
ARMAGEDDONI PREPARE YOURSELVES SAINTS OF GOD THROUGH
JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD!

We must stay COMMITTED unto FATHER, EVEN UNTIL THE END! We
are seeing a WATERED DOWN GOSPEL in the pulpits today; and if you
say this to other Believers, sometimes they will get upset with you; but
that's okay. The TRUTH of FATHERS WORD must be Declared in the
earth; and it is time for the Saints of GOD to say NO to water down
teachings. We do not have time to be members of the ITCHING EARS
CONGREGATION; but it is time to be a member of THE NEW
JERUSALEM FROM ABOVE CHURCH! FATHER is trying to PREPARE
HIS CHURCH FOR WAR! SQUADRON; ATTENTION! FORWARD
MARCHI! HALLELUJAH! TO THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!



Saints, check out what this word DAILY means in the HEBREW:
STRONG'S # 8548; TAMIYD; this word means TO STRETCH, THE
REGULAR SACRIFICE, CONTINUAL EMPLOYMENT, PERPETUAL,
CONTINUOUS and CONSTANT. This word DAILY is talking about the
SAINTS of THE MOST HIGH! We are THE REGULAR SACRIFICE. We
are the Ones that STRETCH OUT our Hands to WORSHIP GOD; and we
WORK for THE LORD; JESUS is who we work for; JESUS IS OUR
CONTINUAL EMPLOYMENT, [I CORINTHIANS 15:57, 58]. This Daily is
not a lamb on the altar; this daily is not a sheep on the altar; but this Daily
are the Saints of THE MOST HIGH; and this is who these demons are
coming to attack. 'I BESEECH you therefore, BRETHREN, by the
MERCIES of GOD, that ye PRESENT your BODIES a LIVING SACRIFICE,
HOLY, ACCEPTABLE unto GOD which is your REASONABLE SERVICE.
We, THE BODY OF CHRIST are THE REGULAR SACRIFICE unto GOD.
I.E. A LIVING SACRIFICE. [ROMANS 12:1]. This is our REASONABLE
service. We are the LIVING SACRIFICES of GOD. Now you know
FATHERS TRUTH, what are you going to do with HIS TRUTH? I am not
done with this teaching. LET US GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE
KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
PART 7

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! How are you doing? I hope that
ALL is well with you. I hope and pray that you are ready to receive



FATHERS TRUTH. Saints, please continue to study FATHERS WORD;
seek HIM with your whole heart; don't pursue material possessions that can
cause you to lose your soul; but Pursue JESUS CHRIST. FOR HE IS
WORTHY TO BE PRAISED! Be Hungry for JESUS! Be Thirsty for JESUS!
JESUS LOVES YOU and HE is calling you Today! Please
respond to HIS call! If you feel FATHER 'tugging' at your Heart today,
please respond to FATHERS call; give your Life to HIM Now. HE is waiting
on you to respond. Saints, let us take a look at DANIEL 12:11 once again:

'And from the time the daily shall be taken away, and the Abomination
that maketh Desolate set up, a THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY
DAYS. [1290 days]

This Abomination will make a man or woman of GOD desolate; and this is
what Leviathan wants to do; he wants to make THE BODY of CHRIST
desolate before the Return of JESUS CHRIST. Let us find out what this
word Desolate mean in the Hebrew:

Hebrew #8074; Hebrew Word: SHAMEM: to Stun, to Devastate, make
Destitute, Destroy, Lie Waste; or GROW NUMB.

This demonic spirit wants us to Grow Numb; his desire is to make us lose
our Spiritual Discernment; he wants us to become Sensual, not having the
Spirit of GOD. JUDE, verse 19]; but ye, Beloved, building up yourselves on
your most Holy Faith, PRAYING in the Holy
Ghost. [JUDE, verse 20]. Leviathan and python desire is to Devastate THE
BODY of CHRIST; thus making us Destitute of Food and Water. Our FOOD
is JESUS, and Our WATER is JESUS! And we must stay connected to
JESUS CHRIST in these days of trouble. Let no man, no woman take
JESUS away from you; stay close to JESUS. If we stay in communion with
JESUS, we will not be stunned; we will not lay waste and we will not be
Destitute. There is more Truth in this verse: 1290 days. For this number is
spiritual. Let us find FATHERS TRUTH in these numbers.



Number 1: this number means UNITY. The Abomination is coming to take
away the Unity of the Faith; and of the Knowledge of JESUS CHRIST; he
does not want the Saints to Mature; he wants us to be like children tossed
to and fro by every wind of doctrine; but WE, THE CHURCH, must continue
to speak THE TRUTH of FATHERS WORD in Love. I.E. AGAPE LOVE; so
that we may GROW UP into HIM in ALL THINGS, which is the HEAD,
JESUS CHRIST. [EPHESIANS 4:12-15]. In JOHN CHAPTER 17, JESUS
prayed for HIS CHURCH; and HE prayed that HIS CHURCH will be ONE
[Unity]. Also, JESUS was preparing HIS CHURCH for the son of
Perdition in these last days. Let us look at the next number.

Number 2: this number means DIVISION. Leviathan and Python are
coming to bring Division to THE BODY of CHRIST. There are so many
SCHISMS in THE BODY; it seems as though no one can agree on
anything, This denomination is fighting another denomination. This
Group believes in tongues; the other group says that tongues are of the
devil. Saints, do not lose your focus; and our FOCUS is JESUS CHRISTI
We must make sure that JESUS is THE LORD over our lives! IT'S ALL
ABOUT JESUS CHRIST. Amen Somebody! The number 2 also deals with
the TWO WITNESSES COMPANY. I.E. THE Moses-Elijah Company
[REVELATION 11]. These demons would love for this Company to not
Agree; but this COMPANY of GOD will always come into AGREEMENT
with JESUS and HIS WORD.

This COMPANY are THE TWO OLIVE TREES and THE TWO
CANDLESTICKS standing before THE GOD of the earth. The GOD of the
earth is none other than THE LORD JESUS CHRIST! This COMPANY are
FULL OF THE HOLY SPIRIT; and these TWO CANDLESTICKS are part of
THE SEVEN CHURCHES in REVELATION 1:20. This COMPANY of GOD
will PROPHESY a THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THREESCORE DAYS,
CLOTHED in Sackcloth. [REVELATION 11:3]. Wait a minute! Did you see
this verse? The TWO WITNESSES COMPANY will be Preaching the
Message of REPENTANCE during this time. They will be here when the
Abomination of Desolation is set up. They will prophesy or Preach against



Leviathan and Python for 1260 days. This event will happen at THE 6TH
SEAL, THE 6™ TRUMPET, and THE 6' VIAL JUDGMENT.
The TWO WITNESSES COMPANY will be WARRING in THE BATTLE of
ARMAGEDDON against Satan and his demons.

'And if any man will hurt them, FIRE Proceedeth out of their Mouth,
and Devoureth their Enemies: and if any man will hurt them, he must
in this manner be killed, '[REVELATION 11:5]’

This FIRE is not Natural Fire; but this FIRE is the SPIRITUAL FIRE of
GOD. This FIRE is THE HOLY GHOST. This FIRE is THE WORD of GOD!
The enemies of THE TWO WITNESSES COMPANY will be devoured and
killed by THE WORD of GOD; and by THE POWER of THE SPIRIT of
GOD! The BATTLE of ARMAGEDDON is A SPIRITUAL BATTLE! The
mouths of THE TWO WITNESSES are Anointed by ALMIGHTY GOD!
They SPEAK THE WORD of GOD! THEY PREACH THE WORD of GOD!
These WITNESSES of GOD have the Power to Shut Heaven.
[REVELATION 11:6]. They can stop FATHERS TRUTH from going forth to
people, nations and tongues. Why is that? Because those people and
nations continued to REJECT THE WORD of GOD. America is closing her
doors on JESUS and HIS WORD. We must pray for this nation. I am not
done with this teaching. GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE of
JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
PART 8

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF THE MOST HIGH GOD! I hope and pray
that you are continuing in GOD. I pray that you are still moving forward in
GOD. Do not go back to EGYPT. Do not go back to Sodom and Gomorrah.



GOD has delivered you from those places. Why are you still going back to
those places? Who the SON set free is free INDEED! If you stay in Egypt,
you are going to die. If you stay in Sodom and Gomorrah, you are going to
die; both Naturally and Spiritually. You cannot go back to these places.
GOD WILL NOT PROMOTE YOU because you are still looking backwards.
We must Press toward the Mark, and the Mark is JESUS CHRIST. JESUS
wants HIS CHURCH to Mature. HE wants us to Grow up and be used by
HIM; thus doing HIS WILL. Do not go back to Babylon either! You do not
want to die in Babylon! Come out of her, MY PEOPLE, that ye be not
Partakers of her Sins, and that ye receive not of
her Plagues. [REVELATION 18:4]. Babylon is a Religious system; to some
degree, Babylon is a church also; but this Babylon is not THE CHURCH OF
JESUS CHRIST; in JESUS CHURCH, THE GATES OF HELL SHALL NOT
PREVAIL! Let us move Higher in GOD.

We have been teaching on the 1290 days in DANIEL 12. The numbers in
this verse are spiritual. We have already discussed number one; and we
have started on the number two in this teaching; and we have been
discussing the Two Witnesses in the last teaching. Now it is time for us to
see more of FATHERS TRUTH. There will come a time when the TWO
WITNESSES COMPANY testimony will be finished. [REVELATION 11:71;
and when their Testimony is complete, the beast that ascendeth out of the
Bottomless Pit shall make WAR against them; and shall Overcome them,
and Kill them.[REVELATION 11:7]. This beast is already ascended out of
the Bottomless Pit; not only will the saints be WARRING against python
and leviathan; but the saints will be war faring against apollyon. This beast
is recorded in REVELATION 9:1-21. Apollyon is already released from the
pit; along with his 200,000 demonic army. This army in REVELATION 9 IS
NOT CHINA, but this army are DEMONIC SPIRITS!
This war is THE BATTLE of SPIRITUAL ARMAGEDDON. All these
demonic spirits work for Satan. Satan is who they worship and Satan is
their god. These demons bow their knees to Satan. The Battle of
Armageddon is just around the corner. The TWO WITNESSES COMPANY
will be warring against these demonic spirits; FATHERS WARFARE
ANGELS will be warring against these demonic spirits; the KINGS of THE



EAST will be warring against these demonic spirits; the 144,000 Spiritual
JEWS will be warring against these demonic spirits; and THE 4TH REALM
SAINTS will be warring against these demonic spirits; and the LEADER of
these Peculiar Saints is JESUS CHRIST. JESUS WILL WIN THE BATTLE
OF ARMAGEDDON! WE WIN SAINTS of GOD! Some of the saints will be
Overcome and Killed during this WAR. There will be Casualties of WAR.
Some saints will turn away from FATHER during the Battle of Armageddon;
because they were not able to endure the continuous WARFARE. Some of
our Brothers and Sisters overseas are being overcome and killed right now
for the sake of THE GOSPEL. Our Testimony is not finished yet; we must
keep Preaching and Teaching THE WORD OF GOD We must keep
Preaching THE GOSPEL of JESUS CHRISTI JESUS IS THE GOOD
NEWS! The Prophet Daniel spoke of these days in DANIEL 7:21:

‘I beheld, and the same horn made WAR with the Saints, and Prevailed
against them'

This WAR is the same WAR in the Book of REVELATION. This horn is
Leviathan, and he partners with Python and Apollyon. The saints will be in
Great Spiritual Warfare; but we are Overcome by THE BLOOD of THE
LAMB and THE TESTIMONY of JESUS CHRIST! This is not a game
Saints of GOD. Today is not the day to play church. Today is not the day to
walk away from FATHER; but today is the day to STAY THE COURSE The
Battle of SPIRITUAL ARMAGEDDON will last UNTIL the ANCIENT of
DAYS come; and The ANCIENT of DAYS is JESUS CHRIST! FOR HE IS
COMING! JESUS IS COMING REAL SOON!

'And their DEAD BODIES in the street of the Great City, which
SPIRITUALLY is called SODOM and EGYPT, where also our LORD was
Crucified. [REVELATION 11:8].’

Saints, I am about to show you something in the spirit; so please put on
your spiritual eyeglasses. This verse is a three-fold truth. This Great City
where the TWO WITNESSES bodies will be lying is MYSTERY BABYLON
THE GREAT; THE MOTHER of HARLOTS and ABOMINATIONS of THE



EARTH; and there is a WOMAN that sits on top of a Scarlet Coloured
Beast; she is decked with gold and precious stones and pearls; she has a
golden cup in her hand FULL of ABOMINATIONS and FILTHINESS of her
FORNICATION. This woman is that GREAT CITY, which reigneth over the
kings of THE EARTH. [REVELATION 17:1-18]. Even Babylon is
SPIRITUALLY called SODOM and EGYPT. JESUS was crucified in
Babylon. Old JERUSALEM and Babylon will kill THE TWO WITNESSES
COMPANY. OLD JERUSALEM is ATTACHED to Babylon.

If you are a member of OLD JERUSALEM, then you are a member of
Babylon; but if you are a Member of NEW JERUSALEM FROM ABOVE
CHURCH, you will not kill THE TWO WITNESSES COMPANY; and you are
no longer a member of OLD JERUSALEM and Mystery Babylon. The
RELIGIOUS folks will be the ones murdering the saints of GOD; just like
they murdered JESUS CHRIST. I am not done with this teaching. COME
OUT OF BABYLON! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF
JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
PART 9

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! PRAISE YE THE LORD! Truly
OUR GOD IS SO AWESOME! And HE IS WORTHY TO BE PRAISED!
JESUS IS THE ONLY WAY! JESUS IS THE ONLY TRUTH! AND JESUS IS
THE ONLY LIFE! No man can come to the FATHER except through JESUS
CHRIST because JESUS IS FATHER! THIS IS THE DOGMATIC TRUTH!
There is ONLY ONE FAITH that will give you ETERNAL LIFE, and HIS



NAME IS JESUS CHRIST! If you do not make JESUS your LORD, you are
destined to the OUTER COURT and THE LAKE OF FIRE! JESUS IS THE
ONLY ANSWER! Satan IS NOT the answer! Buddhist IS NOT the answer!
Zen IS NOT the answer! Hinduism IS NOT the answer! Islam IS NOT the
answer! Judaism IS NOT the answer! JESUS and ONLY JESUS IS THE
ANSWER TO SIN, SICKNESS, and DISEASE! If you want to know the
purpose for your life, his name is JESUS! If you are unhappy and confused,
TRY JESUS! HE IS THE ONLY ONE THAT CAN HELP YOU! GIVE JESUS
YOUR LIFE TODAY! HE WILL NOT DISAPPOINT YOU!

We have been teaching on this subject for a while; but it is time for us to
move forward in FATHERS TRUTH! Please take a look at DANIEL 12:11:

‘And from the time the DAILY shall be taken away, and the
Abomination that make Desolate set up, a THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED
and NINETY DAYS.’

The Abomination wants to take away the DAILY from Worshipping
FATHER. The Abomination wants to make FATHERS Living Sacrifices
Desolate. We, THE BODY of CHRIST, are FATHERS Daily and FATHERS
Living Sacrifices. Saints, please ask FATHER to DE-PROGRAM you from
bad teachings. Bad teachings will cause you not to receive these
teachings. For this is THE WORD of THE LORD! Leviathan already knows
that if he can stop the Saints from Worshipping FATHER, then he is able to
spread darkness all over the world; but OUR FATHER has a REMNANT
CHURCH, and they did not bow down to Nebuchadnezzar, nor will they
bow down to  the music of BABYLON! There is another number that I
would like to deal with; and this is the Number 9. The number 9 means:
GOD’S VISITATION, JUDGMENT, FRUITS and GIFTS of THE SPIRIT.

Saints, we are in the DAYS of JUDGMENT; and this leviathan wants to
stop THE CHURCH from walking and living in the Fruits of the SPIRIT; and
the Fruits of THE SPIRIT are: Love, Joy, Peace, Longsuffering, Gentleness,
Goodness, Faith, Meekness and Temperance: against such there is no law.
[GALATIANS 5:22, 23]. If he can stop us from walking in the nature and
attributes of GOD, he has done his job. But if we WALK in the SPIRIT, we
shall not fulfill the Lust of the Flesh. [GALATIANS 5:16]. If we are LED of



THE SPIRIT of GOD, we are not under the law. [GALATIANS 5:18]. If we
live in the SPIRIT, let US also walk in the SPIRIT. [GALATIANS 5:25].
Saints, listen to what THE WORD of GOD is saying; if we Walk, Live and
be Led by THE SPIRIT of GOD, we will not fulfill the lust of the flesh; and if
we are Led by THE SPIRIT, we will not be led by leviathan. This leviathan
wants to take away the Gifts of THE HOLY SPIRIT; and the Gifts of the
SPIRIT are: Word of Wisdom, Word of Knowledge, Faith, Gifts of Healing,
Working of Miracles, Prophecy, Discerning of Spirits, Kinds of Tongues, and
Interpretation of Tongues.[I CORINTHIANS 12:8-10]. Leviathan wants to
take away or distort the Gifts of the SPIRIT, so that there will be SCHISMS
in THE BODY of CHRIST. A Schism will usher in the spirit of Division.
Leviathan knows that if can take away Tongues in THE BODY, the
Mysteries of GOD will not go forth. [I CORINTHIANS 14:2].

Leviathan knows if he can take away the Word of Prophecy, then there
will be no Edification, Exhortation and Comfort. [I CORINTHIANS 14:3].
And he that PROPHESEITH EDIFIETH THE CHURCH. [I CORINTHIANS
14:4]. Leviathan knows that if he can distort tongues and prophecy, this will
usher in the spirit of Confusion and Disorder. But we know that GOD IS
NOT the author of Confusion; HE IS the AUTHOR OF PEACE, as in all
CHURCHES of the saints. [I CORINTHIANS 14:33]. Also, JESUS is THE
AUTHOR and THE FINISHER of our FAITH. [HEBREW 12:2]. If there be
no DISCERNMENT in THE BODY, then how will we be able to determine
GOOD from EVIL? If we are always walking in the Natural, how will we be
able to receive the Things of GOD and Know the Things of GOD? For they
are SPIRITUALLY DISCERNED. [I CORINTHIANS 2:12-16].  The next
number that is very important to THE BODY of CHRIST is the NUMBER
12.

The Number 12 means GOD’S DIVINE GOVERNMENT, DIVINE
AUTHORITY and GOVERNMENTAL PERFECTION. This number deals
with THE CHURCH; THE BODY of CHRIST. This number also deals with
Satan’s demonic government.  This is what the 1290 days are all about.
Satan’s government is coming to overthrow FATHER DIVINE
GOVERNMENT upon the earth. He is coming to make FATHERS
GOVERNMENT desolate and destitute. Satan and his demons want to see



FATHERS mature ones go back into spiritual immaturity. These demons
want to see FATHERS apostles, prophets, evangelist, pastors and teachers
walk away from HIM. JESUS said that upon this ROCK I will BUILD MY
CHURCH, and the Gates of Hell shall not PREVAIL! We WIN SAINTS of
GOD! JESUS has already won THE BATTLE of ARMAGEDDON! Satan is
a copycat; and he copycats everything that JESUS do! THE
GOVERNMENT OF GOD IS UPON JESUS SHOULDER, and JESUS
HOLD HIS CHURCH UPON HIS SHOULDER! WE WIN! WE WIN!
FATHERS VISITATION is upon us. We must be ready for HIS RETURN. I
am not done with this teaching. GROW INSIDE OF HIS GRACE AND
INSIDE OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

“THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION”

PART 10

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! I hope and pray that all is well
with you. I hope that you are maturing in the things of GOD. If you are
feeling discouraged, I encourage you to be encouraged in GOD! JESUS
LOVES YOU! Please do not give up. Stay close to FATHER. Please
continue to keep your prayer life active with FATHER. Do not stop chatting
with HIM; talk to HIM; for HE hears your prayers. Please keep me in your
prayers as I continue to pray for you. We have been on this teaching for a
while; but now it is time to move on with more verses that pertains to this
subject matter. Please take a look at DANIEL 11:31:



‘And arms shall stand on his part, and they shall pollute the
SANCTUARY of STRENGTH, and shall TAKE AWAY the DAILY [sacrifice],
and they shall place the ABOMINATION that maketh DESOLATE.’

There you have it people of GOD once again; leviathan wants to suck
the strength out of THE BODY of CHRIST; but we do know that the JOY of
THE LORD is OUR STRENGTH! We also know that it is not by might, not
by power, but it is by HIS SPIRIT saith THE LORD of HOST! Leviathan will
use ARMS against FATHERS CHURCH. Arms are symbolic of strength;
and he will use all of the demonic strength that he has to destroy THE
CHURCH of GOD. Saints, keep yourselves guarded by prayer, the WORD,
and FATHERS REDEMPTIVE BLOOD! This is the time to stay close to
THE LORD. The arms that he will use are python and apollyon against the
BODY of CHRIST. But we WIN PEOPLE of GOD! Do not be AFRAID! This
is not the time to walk in the spirit of FEAR. According to the scripture,
leviathan wants to Pollute THE BODY of CHRIST. Let us check out this
word in the Hebrew.

Hebrew number 2490 and 2470; CHALAL; to BORE, to WOUND, to
DISSOLVE, to BREAK one’s word; to DEFILE; PROSTITUTE, STAIN, to be
RUBBED or WORN; to be WEAK, SICK, AFFLICTED; to GRIEVE.

Leviathan wants to wear out THE BODY of CHRIST. [DANIEL 7:21;
REVELATION 13:7; DANIEL 7:25]. He wants us to be defiled by sin; so that
we will Miss the Mark. He wants to bore us by drilling a hole inside of our
minds; and if he drills a hole in our body, soul or spirit, this will cause a
Portal; and if it is a Portal, this will give him access to enter inside of us. Sin
will cause a portal in our lives. This is why it is so important for us to keep
ourselves covered with FATHERS REDEMPTIVE and HEALING BLOOD.
We must not allow sin to REIGN in our mortal bodies. [ROMANS 6]. If our
Sanctuary is Polluted, leviathan can enter us. If we are walking around with
open WOUNDS, leviathan can enter us. Open wounds are caused by the
spirit of unforgiveness; and if you are walking in the spirit of unforgiveness,
this will lead us into the spirit of bitterness.

We cannot afford to walk in unforgiveness and bitterness; if you are
walking in those two wounds, you have opened a portal for the demonic



spirit WORMWOOD to enter inside of you. Wormwood works with
Leviathan; and apollyon is a chief principality demon over wormwood.
Saints, please read REVELATION 8:10, 11. Even if you have been hurt or
wounded by someone close to you, PLEASE FORGIVE THEM AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE! Forgive them and move forward in JESUS NAME! They
are not worth you losing your soul! Leviathan wants the saints of GOD to
GRIEVE the HOLY SPIRIT. How do we Grieve THE HOLY SPIRIT? We
grieve FATHERS SPIRIT by continuing to walk in BITTERNESS, WRATH,
ANGER, CLAMOUR, EVIL SPEAKING and MALICE. [EPHESIANS 4:30,
31].

If we are walking in the spirit of Prostitution, leviathan can enter us. If we
are prostituting ourselves for money, power, and fame, leviathan has
already entered you. HEART IDOLATRY will open a portal for leviathan to
enter. RESIST THE DEVIL, and he will FLEE FROM YOU. But it is hard to
resist the devil when you are not SUBMITTED unto GOD. There are
modern day preachers today that have already given themselves over to
leviathan. They stopped submitting and humbling themselves before GOD,
and now their bodies, souls and spirits belong to leviathan; walking in the
spirit of pride. Leviathan is over the children of pride. [JOB 41:34]. There is
one thing for sure; if we are spiritually sick, weak, and afflicted, then we will
not be able to FIGHT against leviathan. But we must FIGHT THE GOOD
FIGHT of FAITH, LAY HOLD UNTO ETERNAL LIFE! We must be
prepared, and we must know who our enemies are! Now you know another
name for THE BODY of CHRIST; THE SANCTUARY of STRENGTH.
[PSALM 27:1].

‘THE LORD is my LIGHT and my SALVATION; whom shall I fear? The
LORD is the STRENGTH of my life, of whom shall I be afraid?’

If JESUS is our LIGHT and our SALVATION, we should not fear
leviathan. If the LORD is the STRENGTH of our lives, we are not afraid! We
trust in JESUS CHRIST. And HE will give us the VICTORY over Satan and
his demonic spirits. But in order to defeat these demons, we must stay
connected to JESUS CHRIST. We must reflect the Light of JESUS in our
spiritual walk. We must LIVE what we preach, and preach what we Live.



JESUS CHRIST must be FIRST in our lives, and we can’t pick and choose
JESUS when HE is convenient for us. JESUS must be OUR MAIN FOCUS!
When you take your eyes off GOD, you will grow spiritually blind. I am not
done with this teaching. BE BLESSED PEOPLE OF GOD! GROW IN
GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

“THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION”

PART 11

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF THE MOST HIGH! THE ANCIENT
OF DAYS IS ALIVE AND WELL; and HIS NAME IS JESUS CHRIST! THE
ANCIENT OF DAYS IS COMING REAL SOON! WE MUST PREPARE AND
BE READY FOR HIS RETURN. THE Battle of Armageddon is just around
the corner; and we must stay the course. Don’t give up! Do not blaspheme
the ANCIENT OF DAYS! JESUS LOVES YOU, and JESUS died for you.
We are in the days where people are comfortable blaspheming the Name
of CHRIST. Be careful with that my brother, my sister. GOD IS NOT
MOCKED! Repent to GOD of your blasphemy, and TURN to THE LORD
JESUS CHRIST. Repent of your sins and give your life to THE LORD! I
have seen JESUS, and HE IS ALIVE! JESUS is no figment of our
imagination; JESUS IS REAL! JESUS IS ALIVE, and JESUS IS GOD!
JESUS is CALLING YOU! Please answer to HIS CALL! We have been on



this teaching for a while, but there is more to this teaching. Let us take a
look at DANIEL 11:31:

‘And arms shall stand on his part, and they shall pollute the
Sanctuary of Strength, and shall TAKE AWAY the daily [sacrifice], and they
shall place the ABOMINATION that maketh desolate.’

As you already know, leviathan is the Abomination of Desolation. The
Sanctuary of Strength is the BODY of CHRIST-THE CHURCH. This
leviathan is here to ruin THE BODY of CHRIST; and leviathan’s job is to
pollute THE BODY of CHRIST. These demonic spirits are here to TAKE
AWAY the Daily sacrifice. This word Take Away is so profound. In the
Strong’s Concordance, take away is the Hebrew word CUWR; Number
5493; and this word means to TURN ASIDE, TO GO AWAY, TO DEPART,
TO DEPART from GOD; TO DEPART from THE LAW; and TO TURN
AWAY from WORSHIPPING GOD. This is the whole plan of the
Abomination of Desolation. He wants the Saints to turn away from GOD;
departing from the faith giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of
devils. Leviathan wants us to depart from the Law of GOD. The Law of
GOD is THE WORD of GOD. [Psalm 119]. These demons want the Saints
of GOD to worship Satan.

Saints, please continue to worship GOD. Do not turn aside from GOD;
KEEP YOUR LIFE HIDDEN in GOD through CHRIST. Saints, this verse is
not talking about a Physical Temple. This verse is not talking about a
Jewish Temple being rebuilt. This verse is talking about the spiritual temple
.I.E. THE SAINTS of GOD; THE BODY OF CHRIST; THE CHURCH of
JESUS CHRIST. We are the TEMPLE OF THE HOLY GHOST. [I
CORINTHIANS 3:16, 17]. We are the Habitation of GOD through HIS
SPIRIT. [EPHESIANS 2:20-22]. YE SHALL KNOW THE TRUTH, AND THE
TRUTH SHALL MAKE YOU FREE. There is more truth in this verse that
needs to be discussed. Let us look at this word ABOMINATION: this word
Abomination in the Hebrew is SHIQQUWTS; Number 8251; this word
means DISGUSTING, FILTHY, And IDOLATROUS; AN IDOL. Look at the
world today, all types of abominations are going on in the earth. There is so
much filth and Idolatry in the land. People are more concerned with



worshipping themselves than GOD; worshipping the Creation more than
the CREATOR of ALL THINGS. Mankind is bowing down to the IMAGE of
the BEAST. The music of leviathan is sounding, and they have bowed their
knees to him.             WORSHIP JESUS CHRIST BEFORE IT IS TOO
LATE! In these last days, the People of GOD are going after the god of
Ashtoreth, and the god of Milcom. The god of Ashtoreth deals with
INCREASE; THE PROSPERITY DOCTRINE of GREED. Sounds familiar?
The preachers are FLEECING the FLOCK of GOD making merchandise of
them. This false god Ashtoreth makes people GROW RICH; and the
demonic spirit Mammon is attached to this. Some of these preachers have
been made rich by devils. The god of Milcom is the false god that means
king and reign. We have people today that already have their reign and
kingship on the earth. They are no longer concerned about the KINGDOM
of GOD. They want their kingdoms now. They stopped seeking for Things
Above. They are more concerned about their material-carnal kingdom; and
their kingdoms will lead them to DESTRUCTION. Milcom is also known as
Molech. They will sacrifice their children on the altar for Material Gain and
IDOLATRY. Leviathan wants our children. Train your children to know who
JESUS is. Dedicate your children to GOD.

King Solomon went after these two false gods; and so it is today.
Solomon pursued after strange gods; and he did evil in the sight of the
LORD, and went not fully after the LORD, as did David his father. [I KINGS
11:3-6]. WE HAVE SOME KING SOLOMON PREACHERS TODAY. In
these last days, the abomination of Chemosh is released into the land. This
false god Chemosh is the demon that SUBDUE people. This is the scheme
of leviathan, he wants to subdue and subjugate people; thus becoming
powerful over them. He wants to conquer and tame nations; thus allowing
himself to be lord over them. I have good news for you: ALLOW JESUS TO
BE YOUR LORD AND MASTER! DON’T GIVE INTO LEVIATHAN!
SAINTS, TEAR DOWN THE HIGH PLACES THAT ARE IN YOUR HOMES!
GIVE YOUR HOMES TO JESUS CHRIST! SAINTS OF GOD, there will be
a great influx of Familiar spirits, Wizards, Images and Idolatry released in
these last days. We are very close to the BATTLE of SPIRITUAL
ARMAGEDDON. Please stay sober and Prayerful PEOPLE of GOD. More



people will CHOOSE their OWN WAYS, and their soul delight in their
Abominations. [ISAIAH 66:3]. Saints, please stay sober and prayerful.
There will be a great increase of Adulteries, Neighing’s, and Lewdness of
Whoredom in the land. [JEREMIAH 13:27]. Saints, please stay sober and
prayerful. If thou wilt return, O Israel, saith the LORD, return unto me: and if
thou will put away thine Abominations out of my sight, then shalt thou not
remove. [JEREMIAH 4:1]. Repent and TURN TO GOD! DO IT TODAY!
REPENT OF YOUR BLASPHEMIES AND ABOMINATIONS TODAY!
GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

“THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION”

PART 12

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! I hope and pray that all is well
with you. I pray that you are maturing in the things of GOD. FATHER wants
us to mature. It is time for the saints to grow up and be about our FATHERS
business. I know that some of these teachings may sound repetitious, but
the TRUTH OF FATHERS WORD will stand always and forever! These are
the last days People of GOD, and we must be about our FATHERS
business. We must go into the highways and by-ways, and compel men to
follow JESUS. JESUS is THE ONLY ANSWER, and JESUS is THE ONLY
WAY! Give your life to JESUS. Give your life to HIM. Do it TODAY! If you
are hearing HIS VOICE, Call upon HIM now, and HE WILL ANSWER YOU!
FATHER wants to Love on you, and FATHER wants to Bless you. JESUS
IS COMING REAL SOON! GET READY! JESUS IS COMING!

We have been teaching on the abomination of desolation for a while
now, but there is more truth to be revealed in this teaching. Leviathan is the
Abomination of Desolation. Leviathan works for Satan. Leviathan worships



Satan, and Satan is leviathan’s lord, god and master. Leviathan is a
demonic spirit. These are truths that we need to know. We must know who
our enemies are; and these demons have been around for thousands of
years; constantly working behind the scenes to spew out wickedness, evil
works, and abominations. This leviathan was the demon that entered Judas
Iscariot. Let us take a look at DANIEL 11:31 again:

‘And arms shall stand on his part, and they shall pollute the
sanctuary of strength, and shall take away the DAILY, and they shall place
the abomination that maketh desolate.’

Satan, leviathan, and the other demons want to see the DAILY depart
from GOD. The DAILY are the ones that leviathan wants to make an
abomination and desolate. This word DAILY is the Hebrew word TAMIYD;
Strong’s Number 8548; and this word means to Stretch; continuous;
constant; the REGULAR SACRIFICE; CONTINUALLY; Employment. These
demons are not coming to take way animal sacrifices, but they are here to
stop the REGULAR SACRIFICES. I.E. THE LIVING SACRIFICES OF
GOD! ‘I Beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of GOD, that ye
present your BODIES a LIVING SACRIFICE, HOLY, ACCEPTABLE UNTO
GOD, which is your REASONABLE or REGULAR service.’[ROMANS 12:1,
2]. We are the DAILY spoken of in DANIEL CHAPTER 11. The Abomination
wants to stretch GODS DAILY real thin. We are the living sacrifices of
today. I repeat: this verse is not about reinstituting animal sacrifices in Old
Jerusalem, but this verse is talking about THE BODY of CHRIST.

ALSO, the Daily of GOD must not be conformed to this world system.
This world system is Babylon; but we must be transformed by the renewing
of our minds. We must renew our minds inside of CHRIST; for we have the
MIND of CHRIST. [I CORINTHIANS 2:16]. These verses have been
misinterpreted for many years. Let there be ORDER in the HOUSE OF
GOD! HEBREWS 10:11 says; ‘And every priest standeth DAILY ministering
and offering oftentimes the same sacrifices, which can NEVER TAKE
AWAY SINS! I REPEAT: NEVER TAKE AWAY SINS. The Daily ones are
the spiritual kings and priests of today through JESUS CHRIST our LORD;
and if this is the case, why are we still teaching that the antichrist is coming



to stop animal sacrifices? The only sacrifice that can take away ALL our
sins is the REDEMPTIVE BLOOD of JESUS CHRIST! ‘But this man,
JESUS, after HE had offered ONE SACRIFICE for SINS FOREVER, sat
down on the RIGHT HAND of GOD.’ FOR by ONE OFFERING HE hath
PERFECTED FOREVER them that are SANCTIFIED.’[Hebrews 10:11, 12;
14]. The DAILY SACRIFICE are those SAINTS that are Sanctified by
JESUS CHRIST.

The abomination of desolation is coming after those saints that worships
FATHER on a continual, REGULAR, and constant basis. They are not
forced to serve JESUS, but they serve HIM with gladness; and they will
give up their lives because they love JESUS so much. The Daily’s are
employed by JESUS CHRIST. They are steadfast, unmovable, always
abounding in the WORK or EMPLOYMENT of the LORD. Their LABOR of
love toward FATHER is not in vain IN THE LORD. [I CORINTHIANS 15:58].
These evil demons will attempt to take away the saints steadfastness’ in
GOD. These demons will attempt to make the saints moveable; and if we
are moveable, we can easily move away from GOD.

In the soon coming years, many believers will turn away from GOD
because there will be an army of demons working together against THE
BODY of CHRIST. MANY THAT WERE Committed unto GOD will be
TURNED AWAY from FATHER. A continuous attack is coming against THE
BODY OF CHRIST. PREPARE NOW! STAY PRAYERFUL UNTO GOD!
STUDY FATHERS WORD CONTINUALLY! STAY FULL OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT, AND MAINTAIN THE SEAL OF GOD IN YOUR FOREHEADS.
Stop praying ritualistic prayers unto GOD! PRAY to GOD from your heart;
be sincere unto GOD. PRAY! The abomination of desolation is an antichrist
spirit and antichrist demon. We must continue to keep JESUS IN OUR
FOREHEADS. JESUS IS THE SEAL OF GOD. If we do not continue to
keep JESUS in our foreheads, we will be susceptible to the MARK OF THE
BEAST. The mark of the Beast is none other than leviathan! It’s all
connected. We are not done with this teaching. GROW IN GRACE AND IN
THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.



IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

“THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION”

PART 13

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! I hope and pray that all is well
with you. I pray that you are maturing in the things of GOD. I pray that you
are strong in the LORD, and in the power of HIS MIGHT. We must solely
depend on JESUS. We must continue to make JESUS First in our lives. HE
will never leave us nor will HE forsake us. Please continue to pray that
FATHER will strengthen your Faith in HIM. We are living in the last days,
and we, the Church, must keep our focus on JESUS CHRIST. We must not
lose our focus. We must stay committed unto FATHER. Let us take a look
at DANIEL 11:32:

‘And such as do Wickedly against the covenant shall he corrupt by
Flatteries; but the people that do know their GOD shall be strong, and do
exploits.’

This Leviathan demon will do wickedly against the covenant of GOD; he
shall stand in opposition against the covenant; he will do this because he is
an antichrist demon. ALSO, leviathan is an opposition demon; and when he
enters people, he will cause them to stand in opposition against GOD; thus
walking in the antichrist spirit. There are preachers today that are already
walking in the antichrist spirit. These preachers are already believing that
they are ‘gods’, but they are not gods. This type of behavior is



EXTREMELY ANTICHRIST! There is only ONE GOD, and HIS name is
JESUS! Any man or woman that thinks in their hearts that they are gods,
you are already possessed by the Abomination of Desolation. You have
given leviathan authority to live inside of you. If you are saying that you are
god out of ignorance, REPENT to GOD TODAY; and ask HIM to cleanse
you with HIS REDEMPTIVE BLOOD in JESUS NAME! Saints, let us check
out this word Wickedly in the HEBREW:

This word wickedly is the Hebrew word RASHA; Strong’s number 7561;
this word means to declare WRONG, to Violate, Condemn; Make Trouble,
VEX, COMMIT, DEPART, DO WICKEDNESS. The Abomination will cause
many people in THE BODY of CHRIST to declare wrong; calling right
wrong and wrong right. Many believers that were once committed unto
GOD will depart themselves from the LORD. One of the purpose of
leviathan is to VEX the BODY OF CHRIST; thus causing us to walk in the
spirit of Oppression. Lot was vexed because of what he saw and heard in
Sodom and Gomorrah. When you see spiritual leaders vexing church
members, he or she has the Abomination living inside of them. Many
believers that we once knew lived right for GOD for a very long time; but
now you see them Practicing Wickedness; the Abomination lives inside of
them now. Saints of GOD, we must continue to pray for one another. We
must pray that GOD will protect AND cover us with HIS HEALING and
REDEMPTIVE BLOOD. Proverbs 17:15 says, ‘He that Justifieth the
wicked, and he that condemneth the just, even they both are
ABOMINATION to the LORD.

The wicked are being glorified on television for their wickedness, but the
just that live by faith are being condemned. This is an ABOMINATION unto
the LORD. People in the Church are giving a thumbs up to wickedness.
This is an ABOMINATION unto the LORD. Sin is SIN! All
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS IS SIN! We must say yes to JESUS, or we will be
greatly judged as a nation. There are churches in America and overseas
that are separating from one another because one is saying yes to
WICKED PRACTICES, and the other party is saying NO to the Wickedness
in the land. What an ABOMINATION unto the LORD! All nations, ALL
people will be judged for their participation in WICKEDNESS. Just as



Sodom and Gomorrah was Judged and Destroyed, GOD will do the same
thing for the nations of Sodom and Gomorrah today!

This verse is talking about the BODY of CHRIST. Satan and leviathan
are coming after the covenant people; and the covenant people are THE
BODY of CHRIST. This covenant is not based on the saints being
practitioners’ of Judaism, but this covenant is based on the HEALING and
REDEMPTIVE BLOOD of JESUS CHRIST. Even Moses was pointing us to
JESUS CHRIST. Please read DEUTERONOMY 18:15. This word Covenant
in the Hebrew is BERIYTH; Strong’s number 1285; this word means a
compact made by passing between pieces of flesh; this passing of flesh
means a Sacrifice. JESUS is THE ULTIMATE SACRIFICE! JESUS IS OUR
PASSOVER. Animal sacrifices cannot take away the sins of man, but there
is a covenant in scripture that will take away our sins. You will find this in
MATTHEW 26:26-29: ‘TAKE, EAT; this is MY BODY; DRINK YE ALL OF IT;
FOR THIS IS MY BLOOD OF THE NEW TESTAMENT, WHICH IS SHED
FOR MANY FOR THE REMISSION of SINS.’ The word Testament also
means COVENANT in the GREEK.

The Covenant people are those people that are WASHED and made
CLEAN by the REDEMPTIVE BLOOD of JESUS CHRIST. The
Abomination of Desolation is here to cause those saints to stop walking in
the Power, Word and Blood of JESUS. Some will depart from the faith, but
some will stand STRONG in THE LORD, and in the POWER of HIS
MIGHT. We are the NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH. WE ARE THE NEW
COVENANT CHURCH. We are the TEMPLE of the HOLY GHOST. We are
the ones that keep the COVENANT of GOD. JESUS is the MEDIATOR of a
BETTER COVENANT. [Hebrews 8:6-10]. JESUS put HIS LAWS into our
HEARTS, and in OUR minds HE will write them. [JEREMIAH 31:33]. The
covenant in this verse deals with FATHERS SPIRITUAL JEWS that
accepted JESUS as their SAVIOR, AND THEY RECEIVE HIS BLOOD.

I am not done with this verse. SAINTS, STAY PRAYERFUL AND
SOBER! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS
CHRIST.



IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

“THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION”

PART 14

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD. I hope and pray that all is well
with you. I pray that you will continue to fight the good fight of faith; laying
hold unto eternal life. I pray that you are continuing to mature in the things
of GOD. IT IS TIME FOR THE BODY OF CHRIST TO SPIRITUALLY
MATURE! The days are evil. Laws are being passed in America because
the Abomination of Desolation has influenced the masses through their
minds to say yes to Satan and to say yes to perversion. The masses have
said no to JESUS; but there is a Remnant Church that is preaching and
teaching the truth of FATHERS WORD. When you see these things
happening in the earth, LOOK UP, for your REDEMPTION DRAWETH
NIGH!

The whole purpose of the Abomination of Desolation is to make us an
ABOMINATION unto GOD. Leviathan is the Abomination of Desolation.
The Abomination wants to live inside all people, tongues, and nations. Let
us take a look at DANIEL 11:32 again:

‘And such as do wickedly against the covenant shall he corrupt by
FLATTERIES; but the PEOPLE that do know their GOD shall be STRONG,
and do [exploits].’

Leviathan will corrupt many people by FLATTERIES. This word flatteries
in the Hebrew is CHALAQQAH: Strong’s Number 2514; this word means to
be SMOOTH; divide, take away a portion; smoothness of the Tongue. This
beast will use smooth, sophisticated words to corrupt many people. Today,



we have preachers speaking smooth words to the people from the pulpit; a
watered down GOSPEL. In many pulpits today, people do not like when
you talk about SIN and HELL. In many pulpits today, preachers will not
speak truth about sexual sins. In many pulpits today, preachers refuse to
preach about THE HEALING and REDEMPTIVE BLOOD of JESUS
CHRIST. Having a form of godliness; denying the Power of GOD. The
Abomination wants to separate you from GOD. The Abomination wants you
to lose your lot; lose your portion. Your lot is the FIRST RESURRECTION.
Your portion is ETERNAL LIFE. Don’t let smooth words send you to Hell.
Many preachers today are not preachers anymore; but they are no more
than MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKERS. I.E. LIFE COACHES. We went from
being Preachers of the GOSPEL to being Life Coaches. HMMM, isn’t that
something?

JESUS IS THE WAY, THE TRUTH, AND THE LIFE. If we are not
leading people to CHRIST, then we are leading them straight to hell!
SMOOTH WORDS from demonic spirits and demonic people will corrupt
you. Look at what SMOOTH WORDS will do to you: take a look at ISAIAH
30:8-14; PAY ATTENTION TO VERSE 10:

‘Which say to the SEERS, SEE NOT; and to the PROPHETS,
PROPHESY NOT unto us RIGHT THINGS, SPEAK unto US SMOOTH
THINGS, PROPHESY DECEITS.’

The people today do not want the SEERS of GOD to see; they rather
see them blind lacking spiritual discernment. The people today do not want
FATHERS TRUE PROPHETS to PROPHESY what thus sayeth THE
LORD; they only want to hear SMOOTH THINGS. They rather hear a
smooth word. They rather hear false prophets prophesying DECEITS; but
these smooth words will cause you to turn aside from the path of GOD.
Smooth words will cause you to DESPISE THE WORD of GOD. Smooth
words will cause you to TRUST in OPPRESSION and PERVERSENESS.
Smooth words and deceit will cause you to walk in INIQUITY. Saints,
please read ISAIAH 30:8-14. People do not want to hear SOUND
DOCTRINE today. They rather hear false seers and false prophets to see



and prophesy DECEITS. Deceit in the HEBREW means A DELUSION;
Hebrew word: MAHATHALLAH; Strong’s number: 4123:

‘ And for this cause GOD shall send them STRONG DELUSION, that
they should believe a LIE; that they all might be DAMNED who BELIEVED
NOT THE TRUTH, but had PLEASURE in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS.’ [II
THESSALONIANS 2:10-12].

There is a STRONG DELUSION in the land today. If you don’t believe
me, look at what happened on FRIDAY, JUNE 26, 2015. We have people
that refuse to Believe THE TRUTH of THE WORD. JESUS IS THE TRUTH!
JESUS IS THE WORD! AND JESUS IS GOD! There are many people
today Blaspheming the NAME of CHRIST; and the reason that they are
bold in doing so is because they walk in GREAT INIQUITY! WE ARE IN
THE DAYS WHERE PEOPLE LOVE UNRIGHTEOUSNESS;
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS IS THEIR PLEASURE. Always aiming to please
their FLESH; SENSUAL, NOT HAVING THE SPIRIT OF GOD! THE WORD
OF GOD IS BEING FULFILLED! YOU NO LONGER HAVE TO GUESS
PEOPLE OF GOD WHAT DAYS WE ARE LIVING IN! We are in the days of
GENESIS CHAPTER 6. We are in the days of Sodom and Gomorrah. We
are in the days of Noah before THE FLOOD. We are in the days of Lot. We
are in the days of JESUS SOON RETURN.

But there is good news to this teaching: there are a PEOPLE in GOD
that know their GOD. These PEOPLE know that JESUS IS GOD. They
have the KNOWLEDGE of GOD in their FOREHEADS. They do the work of
the KINGDOM of GOD in the earth. They will not be CORRUPTED by the
FLATTERIES of Leviathan. These PEOPLE are a Royal Priesthood, A
Peculiar PEOPLE, and A Holy Nation! They are not strong because of their
natural Strength; but they are STRONG in THE LORD and in the POWER
of HIS MIGHT! These signs shall follow them that BELIEVE: IN JESUS
NAME, they shall CAST OUT DEVILS; they shall SPEAK with NEW
TONGUES; they shall take up SERPENTS; and if they DRINK any
DEADLY THING, it SHALL NOT HURT THEM; they shall LAY HANDS on
the SICK, and they SHALL RECOVER.[Mark 16:16-18]. These PEOPLE
DO. They are HEARERS and DOERS of FATHERS WORD. HALLELUJAH



TO THE LAMB OF GOD! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE
OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION

PART 15

This abomination is a demonic spirit. His name is Leviathan. GOD will
destroy him with THE WORD of GOD. JESUS IS THE WORD OF GOD!
Leviathan is here to destroy the Church; and he desires to destroy
mankind. Whether you want to believe this truth or not, it will not stop what
is really going on in the earth. This abomination wants to stand inside of the
saints. He wants to stand inside the holy place. The holy place is not a
rebuilt JEWISH TEMPLE. The Temple are those that have the SPIRIT of
GOD living inside of them. The Saints of GOD are the TEMPLE of THE
HOLY GHOST! Some of you are waiting on a rebuilt JEWISH TEMPLE;
where there will be animal sacrifices. If that temple is built, and animal
sacrifices are performed, JERUSALEM will be destroyed.

JESUS is the ULTIMATE SACRIFICE. JESUS IS OUR PASSOVER.
JESUS is THE BETTER COVENANT. If animal sacrifices are more
important than JESUS HEALING and REDEMPTIVE BLOOD, then you
have BLASPHEMED THE MOST HIGH IN HIS FACE! BLASPHEMY! It is
time for men and women of GOD to teach and preach the TRUTH of



FATHER'S WORD! JESUS proved that the Temple was not a physical
building, but HE was talking about HIMSELF. PLEASE READ JOHN
2:19-21; I CORINTHIANS 6. The Abomination is SPIRITUAL. The
Abomination is DEMONIC in nature. If the Abomination lives inside of you,
he will make you DESOLATE. Leviathan is Desolation! He wants to SIT and
STAND inside the Temple of GOD, so that they are made DESOLATE.

And if we are desolate, then GOD CANNOT USE US! Leviathan’s job is to
stop the Ministry; and his job is to stop the Kingdom of GOD from
advancing in the earth. Saints of GOD, you need to hear this. Leviathan
knows the WORD of GOD. He resides in most pulpits today. Because the
Preachers have invited him inside the building. They invited him in because
they hold on to the traditions of men; and those traditions have made the
WORD of GOD VOID. Leviathan influences preachers to twist the
scriptures, so that people can stay in bondage. Leviathan is the SON of
PERDITION. Leviathan entered Judas Iscariot; thus causing Judas to
betray JESUS CHRIST.

The coming of Leviathan is after the working of Satan. Leviathan worship
and serves Satan; and Satan has given Leviathan much power and
authority. Even Satanist knows about Leviathan; but the Saints of GOD
stop their ears when they hear this TRUTH. Open your ears to FATHERS
TRUTH TODAY! OPEN YOUR EYES TO FATHERS TRUTH TODAY!
Leviathan is a king, and he is a CHIEF PRINCIPALITY DEMON! This is the
demon that many Saints have been warring against. We need to know who
we are warring against. Leviathan is filled with ALL DECEIVABLENESS of
Unrighteousness in them that Perish. Because they RECEIVED NOT THE
LOVE OF FATHERS TRUTH. The Apostle Paul was talking about
Leviathan in II THESSALONIANS CHAPTER 2. Paul received the
Revelation about Leviathan, and he shared this Truth to the Church of
Thessalonica.



FATHER revealed this Truth to me also, and I am sharing HIS TRUTH to
you people of GOD. Leviathan will cause many believers to FALL AWAY
from the FAITH. He will cause them to give heed to other Seducing spirits,
and DOCTRINES of devils. SAINTS, GUARD YOUR HEARTS WITH
FATHERS TRUTH! Saints, these are the days whereby you can SEE the
Abomination of Desolation STAND in the HOLY PLACE. I have never heard
of so many Believers doing so many crazy, demonic things. Preachers
having members drink gasoline; preachers convincing women that they
have holy milk in their private parts. When you see these things, you are
SEEING the Abomination of Desolation Standing inside of people. Saints,
please allow JESUS to live and stand inside of you. Love one another.
GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION

PART 16

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GODI I hope that all is well with you. I
hope and pray that you will continue to trust FATHER. Do not lose your
faith. Please maintain the Seal of GOD inside your forehead. We are in the
hour of Great Temptations, Trials and Persecutions. The Martyrs of GOD
are crying out to FATHER saying, 'How long, O LORD JESUS, HOLY and
TRUE, dost thou not Judge and Avenge our Blood on them that dwell on
the earth?' And WHITE ROBES were given unto every one of them; and it
was said unto them that they should REST, until their FELLOW-SERVANTS
also should be KILLED as they were, should be fulfilled. [REVELATION



6:10, 11]. The MARTYRS of JESUS CHRIST are crying out to GOD right
now. The WORD of GOD is GOING FORTH! Saints of GOD, please take a
look at DANIEL 8:12:

'And an HOST was given [him] against the DAILY SACRIFICE by
reason of Transgression, and it CAST DOWN the TRUTH to the
ground; and it practiced and prospered.'

The Host that are against the Daily Sacrifice are demonic spirits. This host
are Warfare Demons; and they are warring against the Daily. The Daily
Sacrifice is THE BODY OF CHRIST. A.K.A. THE CHURCH. Leviathan's job
is to cause the Saints to walk in continual transgression. Leviathan is here
to cast down the TRUTH of FATHER'S WORD. His other job is to cast
down JESUS CHRIST to the ground. JESUS is THE WAY, THE TRUTH,
and THE LIFE. Unfortunately, Leviathan has been very successful
influencing men and women of GOD to walk in sin. Part
of Leviathan host are his own demonic children, along with Python and his
children; he also has Apollyon and his 200,000 demonic army partnering
with him. This is why he is called the son of perdition; because he partners
with Apollyon. Let us look at verse 13.

'Then I heard one saint speaking, and another saint said unto that
certain saint which spake, How long shall be the vision [concerning]
the daily sacrifice,and the Transgression of Desolation, to give both
the Sanctuary and the host to be trodden under foot?’

This is something that you need to know. Not only is Leviathan the, #6580
Abomination of Desolation, but he is also called the TRANSGRESSION of
rebellion, gin, DESOLATION. Satan gave him these natures, and he gave
Leviathan much power. Leviathan's job is to cause the CHURCH to walk in
Transgression and Abomination. We are seeing the Saints being Trodden
under foot; especially overseas. Leviathan is doing his best to destroy the
Saints in this season of the 5th Trumpet. We are seeing Believers today
walking in Blatant transgression and abomination. Church organizations
are splitting up because part of them are condoning abominations in their



church buildings. We are in the season of THE GREAT TRIBULATION. And
the BODY OF CHRIST will be persecuted; and they are being persecuted
right now. The Prophet Daniel had a vision of the Saints of GOD being
martyred and persecuted in these last days. There was another man of
GOD expounding on this same thing: REVELATION 11:2:

‘But the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it
not; for it is given unto the Gentiles: and the holy city shall they Tread
Under Foot FORTY and TWO MONTHS.'

The Apostle John saw the same thing. They both saw the Persecution of
the Saints. This temple is not a physical upright building; but this temple is
talking about the Saints of GOD filled with the Spirit of GOD. We are the
Temple of the Holy Spirit. Daniel and John both saw the GREAT
TRIBULATION. They both saw Leviathan being very active in these last
days; Right before the Return of JESUS CHRIST. Leviathan wants to
trample down the CHURCH; but the GATES OF HELL SHALL NOT
PREVAIL AGAINST FATHERS CHURCH! Satan gave much authority
to Leviathan, and Leviathan worships Satan. Because Satan is Leviathan's
god. I am almost done with this teaching. GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE
KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.


